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What Makes A Good Logo ?

Perhaps the most important element of your company branding is your logo. It's function goes way

beyond providing a pretty visual for your website and marketing materials. Your logo tells the story of

who you are and presents it to the world. It represents your company's personality, culture, and values.

Logos do the heavy lifting for your brand impression from the start. So, what makes a good logo? Here

are few elements to consider when designing your company logo:

        Credibility and Relevance - Your logo needs to look professional and entice customers to do

business with you. Make sure that it appeals to the customers that you want to attract.

        Brand Messaging - Pick fonts and colors that represent your brand message. Consider color

psychology and how a color makes you feel (we will cover this in next months newsletter). Does it

present the emotion you desire? Does it �t well with your industry, product, service, or otherwise? Does

it build a connection with your audience? Also, make sure that your logo looks good in black and

    white. While color is best, you will run into areas where black and white is the option and you want to

    ensure that your message is still clear.

    Simplicity - Make sure your logo is easy to remember. One might argue that a good logo is one that

can be easily drawn from someone's memory. This is the basis a truly iconic logo. Less is truly more in

logo design.

       Relevance - Try to stay away from trendy fonts and images when designing your logo. While they

might seem modern and �tting for the time you create them, they will not present the right brand

message when your brand celebrates its many anniversaries. Over time, the trendy font will seem

outdated and will not send the right message to your clients. Great logos are timeless and age like �ne

wine.
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       Brand De�nition - It's always a good idea to include a design elements that communicates what

your business does. This doesn't mean that you need to include an image of your product or service, but a

design element that invokes your brand. The simpler the better. Use conceptual or abstract elements

instead, For example, Nike uses an iconic "swoosh" that evokes a feeling of movement and speed. Also,

size up your icon or image to the height of your text. This will ensure balance and scalability.

    Use of Space and Taglines - Sometimes an icon is not enough to express your brand story. Taglines

use up space around your logo, but not every brand requires one. If you don't have a tagline, make sure to

use of any open space e�ectively. Don't waste precious branding space!

    Balance - Make sure all your elements are balanced. Balance bold and light fonts, Balance font sizes,

big and small. Keep taglines short. Align your tagline with your name. Make sure there is enough space in

between all your elements, so they can breath. White space is not always a bad thing!

        Think  About Logo Use - Your logo will be used in everything from printed marketing materials,

social media, billboards, and items very big to very small. Make sure that your logo is scalable and will

translate to all sizes and forms of media. A good rule of thumb is to size your logo to an inch and ensure

that it maintains all of its detail and that any taglines are legible. When printing on promo items

especially, scalability is vitally important to the integrity of your brand. Very small type ends up as a blob

of illegible ink when imprinted onto small areas. Another factor to consider is the number of colors you

use, how close the elements are together (what is called registration in the print world), and their print-

ability overall. It is always a good idea to have your logo reviewed by a print or promotional product

specialist who can advise you of any pitfalls or additional costs you will run into as you use your logo for

branding materials. This will save you from unexpected costs or other frustrations from the use of your

logo.
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Logo Design

Did you know that designers typically

end up creating 20-30 sketches to

create a single logo?

Source: logodesignguru.com
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FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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